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Our Next Meeting:
Our next meeting will be on Monday, September
16th, 6:00 pm “ish,” (some folks may drag in a
little later) at the Downtown location of the
Chattanooga Public Library. [1001 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402 ] We’ll go to dinner
afterwards as per our practice!
At our next meeting we’ll continue and hopefully
finalize our discussion on the format for ModelCon
2020. We need to come to a conclusion and start
spreading the word and promoting the show.
Everyone wants the show to be successful but for
this year perhaps something a little less labor
intensive.

2019 IPMS/USA National Convention – It’s
Over!
Well folks we did it! Mike Moore has the following
posted on the convention website and they are worth
repeating here:
In all seriousness, it is all over. Thanks to
everyone who attended, competed, vended, spoke,
and displayed models! We wouldn't and couldn't
have done it without all of you!
I know that following these shindigs there are
always a few standard questions.

Next Meeting

DATE

9/16/2019

DC-3 at Cleveland, TN

9/20-22/2019

Thunder over Georgia

9/28&29/2019

Piedmont Scale Modelers
Southern Nationals Car
Show

http://www.chattanoogascalemodelers.com
Ben Gibby —Webmaster

http://www.ipmsnationals.com/
2019 Nats Website:

registrations (as near as I can tell, 3rd biggest
ever). 450 vendor tables (most ever) and
roughly 5000 models on display (again, most
ever). While breaking records wasn't the goal
going into this, it was kinda fun.
It was also rewarding being able to give back to
so many folks who've given so much to us, and
me in particular. Thanks to all who came for
trusting us to do our jobs, I hope we didn't let
you down.
Bob Colbert called and pointed me towards this
Webpage done by the Engar Brothers.
https://www.dembrudders.com/2019-ipmsusanationals-report.html
Very nice write up there and the promise of a
different write up in the Journal Issue.
See also page 3 for a couple of things from the
Nats.

One is how big was it? In our case, 961
UPCOMING EVENTS

The Monthly Newsletter of:
IPMS/AMPS/Chattanooga Scale Modelers Association
Lynn Petty - Chapter Contact
hlpetty1@gmail.com

9/14/2019
11/02/2019

Fred Horky sends an article about
Chris’s Cadillac model - See page 4 .
Teddy Ladd - Teddy Ladd sent a nice
note about the Nats.— See page 2
LST –325 made a visit to Chattanooga.
LST stands for Landing Ship Tank but the
swabbies said it stood for Large Stationary
1
TARGET! - See Page 13

Photos from our last meeting See page 15.
Emanuel’s Roving Lens See page 14.

Show Flyers and the like in the rest of this Issue.

Nice E-mail from Teddy Ladd:
It was just today that I opened the decals included in my convention bag. What a great surprise! Had no idea what you guys
had come up with. Fantastic idea! I have a number of projects
on the bench right now—one is a kit I bought at the convention—but I am looking at perhaps the F-104A or the B-24D in
1/72. That would give me two model builds directly associated
with the convention.
In addition, I wanted you to know that all the hard work that went
into bringing the IPMS to Chattanooga this year was a really
special event for me. I could never travel to one. The convention
was more or less a bucket list item for me as a modeler. Having
my models at the show was....very important to me Lynn.
My health has been steadily declining the last few years. I could
get better? Not sure. My GF has been instructed to donate any
unbuilt kits and all of my scale modeling tools, materials to you
and the club when I pass away.
Best wishes to you and the gang.
Ted Ladd
You may share this email if you wish.
Ted
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Things you may have missed during the National Convention

Emanuel snapped this photo of the Veterans group from Murfreesboro when they attend the 2019 IPMS/
USA National Convention. These guys are always welcomed!
And also……………………………...

Dr. Kendall Brown, past Board Chair and current Board member of Make-A-Wish North Texas sponsored
the Make-A-Wish Merlin Award. This special award was to celebrate the modeler's ability to magically
transform an otherwise ordinary kit into something extraordinary. The winner will had $1000 check presented to the local Make-A-Wish chapter in both the winner's and the IPMS host chapter's name.
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A Nostalgia Trip about a Model...
...and a really B*I*G Cadillac convertible of yesteryear.
In Lynn Petty’s last issue of this newsletter (pre-convention, June), I found myself fascinated by the model pictured
below. It was a miniature of the classic 1959 Cadillac Biarritz convertible, seen in the “Show ‘n Tell” section. No
information, including builder names, was included on any of the models; but by email Lynn put me in touch with
Chattanooga member Chris Lowrance, builder of the big Caddy.

The model had stirred old memories from mid-1958, when the gearhead public was either applauding the sheer audacity of excess that Cadillac had announced with their 1959 lineup, or were shaking their head in disgust. Personally, I had little interest in any Cadillac: when it appeared I was in the Air Force and in a training pipeline at Lowry
AFB in Denver which the next year saw me deployed to Germany. There was little reason for me to have interest
In Cadillacs .....especially the top-of-the-line El Dorado and Biarritz ....because they were WAY out of my price range
as a lowly lieutenant! (More on prices later.)
But when encountered, they were still wonders to marvel about!
What Chris had modeled is the one car in long line of Cadillacs that probably best fits the American penchant for
automotive “conspicuous consumption”. (The term is
defined as the “...spending of money on and the acquiring of luxury goods and services to publicly display economic power—of the income or of the accumulated wealth of the buyer’’.)

Can you name anything that shouts “conspicuous consumption” louder than the huge fins on the Cadillac
seen to the left? They’re at the rear end of an arrestme-red, 1959 Caddy Biarritz convertible that was some
two hundred and twenty-five inches long ...nearly nineteen FEET! And it weighed over two and a half TONS!
One of today’s expressive terms that might be used is
to rename the big Caddy as the “King of Bling”! (Bling
definition: “... denoting expensive, ostentatious clothing
or jewelry, or the style or materialistic attitudes associated with them: a ‘bling lifestyle of diamond rings and flashy cars’ ”)
<1959-cadillac-eldora-33_1600x0w[2].jpg>
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Those big Caddy neartwins ....the Eldorado (“hard
top”) and Biarritz
(convertible).....were truly awesome vehicles! So awesome, in
fact, that it’s often mentioned
that the full effect had to be experienced in person, or “in-thechrome”, so to speak. Really,
you had to BE there THEN to get
the full flavor. Photographs just
can’t capture their physical presence!
But first, let’s back up a bit: eleven years, in fact. The ORIGINAL Cadillac tail fins were, by comparison, rather petite!

While modest compared to what came
later, they did make a big splash when
first appearing on the 1948 model Caddy, above. (Like most car brands, the
‘48 was the first true postwar Cadillac:
‘46 and ‘47 models had nearly all been
warmed-over prewar designs.) This
writer, fourteen years old when the ‘48
appeared, well remembers the stir the
“Cadillac tail fins” created.
(Side Comment: It should be remembered that 1948 was not long after a
World War had ended, when NO new
cars at all had been available for “the
duration” of that war. EVERY new car announcement was still exciting! In fact, for some a Saturday night’s entertainment might still be staring at the cars inside of a closed-for-the-evening car dealership, with noses pressed against the
glass. Or even, when that newfangled thingie called “TV" could not yet be afforded, standing on the sidewalk outside
the furniture or appliance store, watching Uncle Miltie through the store window. Younger readers may not believe
that, but (again) you had to be there, then, to get the full effect.)
About the origin of those fins: long-time General Motors Vice President for Design”, Harley Earl, is often credited
with having found the inspiration for fins on cars, in the twin tails of Lockheed’s P-38. (Earl is also credited with the Chevrolet Corvette, among other
achievements.)
However, that’s not QUITE how tail fins happened. As with many innovations; the “guy at the top” is credited with the successful idea that had bubbled up from somebody lower in the food chain! To quote from the internet:
“General Motors design chief Harley Earl is often credited for the automobile
tailfin, introducing small fins on the 1948 Cadillac, but according to many
sources the actual inventor/designer of the tailfin for the 1948 Cadillac was
Franklin Quick Hershey, who when the 1948 Cadillac was being designed was
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chief of the GM Special Car Design Studio. It was Hershey who, after seeing an early production model of a P-38 at

then-Selfridge Field near Detroit, thought the twin rudders of the airplane would make a sleek design addition to
the rear of future modern automobiles.”
See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Car_tailfin
However, the moguls of General Motors weren’t the only corporate “suits” that seemed to have decided that If
small tail fins could inspire car sales, then BIGGER fins would inspire MORE sales! GM started but was not entirely
responsible for the excesses of the “tail fin revolution”. MOPAR (Chrysler, Desoto, Dodge, and Plymouth) is generally credited (or blamed) for stoking the Tail Fin Wars of the late 1950’s to the boiling point. Their big fin push being had begun with their 1957 models.

Now, another of my only-marginally-related side comments:
Your scribe even owned one of those Mopars! A monstrous fin of that 1957 Plymouth is seen here (with “my buddy
George”, at right) at the aforementioned Lowry AFB. We were at Lowry for the Air Force’s TM-76A Mace missile technical school.

As often happens, this old picture inspired a “surf”: this one
to learn what happened to now-closed Lowry AFB’s huge,
1930’s era, multi-story brick barracks, seen behind George
and Bob. The current “screen shot” aerial satellite view of
the building, below, is from Google Maps.
It shows that the big barracks not only survived, but identified it today as something called “Grand Lowry Loft Apartments”! (Click here .... https://www.grandlowrylofts.com/ )
From Lowry, “my buddy George” and I were transferred to
Orlando AFB, Florida for Mace launch crew training. In the
picture below I’m seen with the Plymouth next to the smaller of OAFB’s two lakes. It was the summer of 1959, just before we deployed to Germany with
the first Mace missile squadron.

The Orlando AFB property has since
been gobbled up by developers, and
today is a million-dollar-house Yuppyville called Baldwin Park, taking the
name of the larger of the two base
lakes. Life was good ...for example,
the Officers Club Beach on Lake Baldwin, below. (The NCO and EM clubs
also had their own beaches.)

Older maps will identify the Baldwin
Park area seen below in turn as, most
recently, the “Orlando Naval Training
Center” on which the Navy spent
megabucks to turn it into a major 6

training center. That was after Orlando AFB was turned over the Navy, and before a few years later suffering the Base Closure
axe. Before Orlando AFB it had been Orlando Army Air Field in WWII. The base (and its nearby airfield, now Orlando Executive
Airport*) had originally both been outside the sleepy Florida town of Orlando.

TRANSLATION: another good G.I. deal gone! But we must add that in its kindness, our benevolent Congress has allowed the
Air Force to retain both Minot AFB, North Dakota and Thule AFB, Greenland.....

With that thought, l now depart Nostalgia-ville, to return to the real thread of this article: old cars with big fins......
The most famous of all individual finned car is probably the 1958 Plymouth Fury named “Christine”, seen below. The car starred as the truly “possessed”, inanimate killer car come-to-life of a 1983 horror movie, made from a
macabre Stephen King story of the same name.
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That movie is now considered a
cult classic! (https://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Christine_(1983_film))

About the 1959 Cadillac Biarritz Convertible...
....and it’s companion
“hardtop coupe”, the El
Dorado

At the risk of repeating
myself, the big Cadillac
convertible was basically a personal “status
statement”. Its $7,401
price would buy THREE
very nicely equipped,
Fords, Chevy, or Plymouths, or at least four
plain-vanilla cars!
Production saw 1,800
of the big 1959
“Biarritz” convertibles
built, while 2,100 of
the very similar Eldorado “hardtops” rolled
out the door. Like
many of the place names that Detroit lifts from the old world to apply to its definitely AMERICAN cars (examples
like “Le Mans”, “Monza”, “Monaco”, and many others come to mind); the Biarritz name comes from the “ritzy”,
Basque-flavored, French Atlantic-coast resort city of that name, only fifteen miles from the Spanish border. https://
www.britannica.com/place/Biarritz

The “Eldorado” name has American roots ...or at least, Latin American roots. It is a contraction of two Spanish
words, El Dorado, which were first applied centuries ago to an always-legendary Native American city of solid gold
which had tantalized the conquistadores, but which they never did find.
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The Big Caddy series actually
began six years earlier,
when in 1953 GM expanded
their Series 62 line into the
first El Dorado as a plush,
limited-edition “convertible
coupe”. Its $7,750 price
would be equivalent to
$74,472 today. As might be
guessed, only 532 were
sold. That rose to 2,150 in
1954, and 3,950 in 1955,
when with a more reasonable price of $6,286. That
was the first year GM made
money on their “golden
city”.
(To put all these Caddy prices in perspective, FIVE FULL YEARS after the 1959 Biarritz had appeared, I was agonizing
long and hard before buying the car that I HAD lusted for since it appeared in 1953. That car was my first ‘vette, a new
1964 Sting Ray convertible. The discounted price of $4,050 sounded like the national debt! I dithered over that decision, and still might have not bought it if my bride hadn’t finally said, “Either buy the damn Corvette NOW, or shut up
about Corvettes FOREVER!”)

For those who want to learn more ....
....about the full size (1:1 scale) Eldorado and Biarritz, and other post WWII Cadillacs, check these links:

https://www.100megsfree4.com/cadillac/cad1950/cad59s.htm
https://www.hagerty.com/articles-videos/articles/2019/01/16/59-cadillac-eldorado-was-worldclass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadillac_Eldorado
https://auto.howstuffworks.com/1957-cadillac-eldorado-biarritz-convertible.htm
https://www.topspeed.com/cars/cadillac/1959-cadillac-eldorado-biarritz-convertiblear184578.html
https://www.carfolio.com/specifications/models/car/?car=51535#a_dimensions
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About Chris’ model: It’s seen below at the meeting “show ‘n tell”.....
....and again, being posed on a wooden-fence “highway” at home!

In e-correspondence Chris indicated that his build was fairly straightforward, writing that the “ ....1:25 scale 1959
Cadillac Convertible is painted in Testors Model Master Panther Pink. It has a lot of bare metal foil. Some came with
the kit and some is aftermarket.
The pink dice on the rearview mirror is from Ken’s Kustom Kar Supply. Other than what is mentioned above, the model
is built box-stock.
I used reference pictures from an actual 1959 Pink Cadillac that I had the pleasure of working on and painting it all
10
over. “

About model kits of the Big Caddys:
The Monogram/Revell Cadillac Biarritz kit has been a popular moneymaker for the company, and so has appeared
in several different boxings over the past almost
thirty-years.
The condensed chart below is from Scalemates,
and lists only our subject Monogram/Revell kit
of of the 1959 Cadillac convertible: year, box art
and other details of the kits are included.
Monogram wasn’t the only model company to
recognize the continuing popular interest that
modeling gearheads had with Cadillac’s biggest
Pimpmobile: there have been several other kits
issued of the big Caddy . The expanded Scalemates timeline in the next link has all known big
Caddy kits. https://www.scalemates.com/
products/product.php?id=123158&p=timeline

Included are many other kits of “Big Caddys”
issued before (and after) the Revellogram,
and of earlier and later model year vintage. They’re from companies like Premier,
Revell (before the Revellogram merger), JoHan, and others .....even Hasegawa!
For those who would like a model of the big
Caddy, but don’t want to be bothered with
glue and paint; there is also an impressive
array of DIECAST models available. At least
one of the die cast models is the Catwoman
comic book special, seen here!
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Like the Revell-o-Gram kit that Chris built, most of the others also seem to be of the ‘59. That’s probably because,
well, the big ‘59 Caddys were so outlandish!
Fred Horky
IPMS/USA 6390
P.S. Please forgive one last trip to Nostalgia-ville!

During our Mace launch crew training, I took this 1959 picture on
an abandoned, WWII-era taxi strip in what had been a remote part
of the former Orlando AAF, by then was again Orlando’s airport.
Years later, nearby McCoy AFB, a SAC B-52 base, was also closed, and IT became the present Orlando International
Airport.
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LST - 325—The sole surviving operating LST in the world made a
visit to Chattanooga Aug 21st thru 25th. Too bad it wasn’t a couple of weeks earlier! A tru
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Emanuel’s Roving Lens
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August Club Attendance
1. Dave Blackwell
2. Qorozco Cuahutemoc (aka Q) – 1/48 Tamiya F4U Corsair W.I.P.; 1/35 Dragon
M4A2 Red Army W.I.P.
3. Mark Egge
4. George Fugett
5. Ben Gibby
6. Gary Haars
7. Emily Mattheiss
8. Jeff Mattheiss
9. Dave McCrory – 1/35 Vietnam Helicopter Crash Rescue Dio W.I.P.
10.Trent Miller
11.Eugene Miller – 1st Time Visitor
12.Mike Moore
13.Lynn Petty
14.Mike Reese
15.Emanuel Roland – Photos
16.Dave Scott
17.Stan Stewart – 1/48 Monogram F4U-4 (in box); Original Art Work Drawing for
the Monogram F4U-4; Official Monogram Navy Markings Vol. 4 (book)
18.Ed Sunder
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Photos from
Our Last
Meeting
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Photos from
Our Last
Meeting

Stan has gotten into collecting aviation art. He brought in this original of the box art for the old
Monogram Corsair.
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